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shall be unable to disturb our peace, and the scriptural accounts of sin and of redemp.

where our prayer shall be fulfilled which we tion can scarcely be supposed less mythical

address to Him Whom St. Paul declared to than its account of creation . Wewill, then , re

the Athenians, " That we, which know Thee
view this theory of Mr. Darwin , not the less

fairly, wehope, because it is antagonistic to all
now by faith ,may, after this life, have the

wehold most dear.

fruitiou of thy glorious Godhead." Mr. Darwin 's darling object is to get rid of

miracle as much as possible . But little as he

likes the miraculous he cannot dispense with it

DARWIN ON THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES*. altogether. He rightly admits that the creation

MR. DARWIN looks round upon theworld of na - of a species is a miracle ( p . 428). Now , as he

tare and sees many different species of animals cannot account for the origin of life without

and plants in various degrees of developed or - God , or for those first species from whence he

ganization . He asks Whence are they ? Are supposes all existing species to have sprung

they each of them the result of a separate act of without creation , he is compelled - rather

creation , performed at successive periods during against his will , we fear - to admit of some eight

the vast ages of past time? or are they one and acts of creation , i. e., of some eight distinct mi.

all the result of gradual development through racles wrought by God . But here he reso

the operation of natural laws from come few ori- | lutely stops. Having admitted so much of

ginally -created species,which are the progenitors | miracle he will admit of no more. Scripture

of all existing species, however numerous and represents God as a perpetaal worker, taking

widely different from one another ? It is this delight in His workmanship . Mr. Darwin

latter theory which he has adopted. He sup. | does not like this idea of God. Accordingly,

poses that there may have been some four or not only does he confine God 's creative acts to

five original progenitors of all existing species some seven or eight, but he supposes them to

ofanimals, and perhaps as many original pro. have been wrought, not successively , but all at

genitors of all the existing species of plants ( p . once. And he places this putting forth of the

572). It will thus be seen that he makes man , Divine energy at a period so remote that it

the highest of existing organizations, the cousin may very well be forgotten . It was at a time

or brother of very many of the existing species so long gone by that the very records of geo

of animals, while he makes him descended from logy do not pretend to reach it that Mr. Dar

some organism of the very lowest kind ,without | win supposes God to have worked His wonders.

limb, nerve, or tissue (p . 223).
Thenceforward He ceases to work , or to inter

This theory of his Mr. Darwin supposes not pose . Having once wrought Heceases to do so

to be opposed to religion , and he quotes the anymore. He retires from all further inter

words of a celebrated author and divine to the position with this planet of ours, and becomes

effect that it is just as noble a conception of the singularly like the deity of Epicurus.

Deity to believe that He created a few original But in admitting acts of creation on God' s

forms capable of self-development into other and part, however few or however remote,Mr. Dar .

needfal forms, as to believe that He required a win abandons all plea on the ground of prin .

fresh act of creation to supply the voids caused | ciple against subsequent similar interpositions.

by the action of His own laws ( p . 569).
It is quite plain that He Who so worked at a

We freely allow that Mr. Darwin 's theory is very remote period may have so worked since ,

not inconsistent with the idea of natural reli. or may so work to-day. His doing so is mere

gion . It acknowledges a Creator. It acknow matter of testimony : that He can do so , and

ledges that life and organization spring from that He may do so, Mr. Darwin admits. He

Him as their source . We can see nothing what
holds that Hehas not done so, and that by the

ever incredible in the idea that Hemight have constitution of nature,as originally arranged by

chosen in this world of ours, or in any other Him , there is no occasion that He should . Na

worlds, to have made some few created things turallaw , working upwards from the lowest or .

so created that, by the operation of the laws ganisms of original creation , is able to account

under which they were placed , they would give satisfactorily for the origin of every species,

rise to other species of a higher organization , however highly developed, that now exists upon
while they themselves should generally disap- the earth . This is the theory which , in our

pear from the scene when they had done their opinion , Mr. Darwin fails to sustain .

work . We see in it nothing more incredible , No existing of species of animals or plants ,

nothing more wonderful, than that any animal then , according to our author, at least no

should produce another of its own exact type. species which exhibits a development in the

But there are some still who believe in re. | least degree raised above the simplest or

vealed religion , and believe that that religion is ganism , came from God as it is . One and

revealed in those ancient writings which the all were developed from the lowest condition

Jewish and Christian churches haveaccepted as to that which they now present to view .

Divine. We are among these. It is therefore Man , the highest of all organisms, is the result

thatwe view with jealousy such theories as Mr. of an infinite series of developments through

Darwin 's. If man be sprung from some lower past ages of vast duration . This theory of gra .

organism , the account of his creation in the dual development is that we will now consider.

book of Genesis is but a myth . Ifman be cou . Mr. Darwin 's line of argument is this. He

sin to the lizard , the baboon , or the monkey , first treats of the wonderful capacity of varia .

* « The Origin of Species," by Charles Darwin , M . A ., | tion which somespecies of animals and plants,

F .R.S ., & c., & c. Fifth edition . London, 1869,
perhaps every species, is capable of under al.
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tered conditions of life. He then brings before Mr. Darwin then comes to an agency in the

us that marvellous and rapid increase in num - production of variety in species which we would

bers which every species is capable of through call artificial selection, and which even Mr. Dar.

its power ofreproduction , and which absolutely win is fain to confess a far more powerful agent

requires checks of various kinds to prevent a within any given time; that being effected

redundancy of numbers which could not possibly within the lifetime of a single man which he

find support on the earth . Hethen showsthat allows would take thousands of generations by

the extentof the reproductive powers produces his process of natural selection (pp . 33, 36 ,92,

of necessity a struggle for existence so severe 94 ). Here we are no longer left to an uncon .

that only a few out of many live their natural scious agency . We have an interposing mind ;

term of life, the greater part of each species pe - we haveman effecting by his powers of obser

rishing at various stages of existence and in va - vation and his ever watchful arrangements

rious ways. From this severe and perpetual many and great varieties in different species.

struggle for existence, he goes on to argue, Man sees many species of animals and plants

arises, through what he calls natural " selec- which would be ofuse to him . He takes them

tion ," a gradual development in individuals of under his care : he domesticates them . He

different species of certain organs or qualities wants them for various purposes : he wants

fitted to enable those individuals to battle suc- them for food , for strength , for speed , for

cessively for life , while other individuals of the beauty. Hewatches them as generation after

same species, not so gifted , perish . The sur - generation is produced under his eve. He sees

vivors propagate , through the hereditary prin - that variety is to a certain extent the law of

ciple which works so powerfully and universally their being. He sees that varieties appear,and

through nature, those qualities and organs disappear, and reappear from time to time from

which were of such benefit to themselves. This causes which he cannot even guess at. He

struggle for existence, and this consequent na . knows of another great law of nature every.

tural selection , perpetually renewed , and going where working with a mighty power -- that law

on ever through the vast ages of past time, has, by which each creature gives birth to another

according to Mr. Darwin , produced all existing like itself , the hereditary principle. Man, the

species, in their present degrees of perfection , conscious interposer, works on these two laws of

and may produce in timeto comedevelopments nature regulating species - the capacity of varia

of a higher kind, though beyond a given point tion , and the power of hereditary transmission

he does not suppose that there is any necessity of qualities. He wants strength . He selects

or any likelihood that they should proceed (pp. the foal with the strong limbs from those of

579, 411). Why the solemn procession of the weaker power, couples it with another of like

ages is to come to a standstill is one of those powers, and by careful and continued selection

numerous mysteries connected with his system he produces the drayhorse. He wants speed

on which Mr. Darwin takes no trouble to en - He selects the foal with lighter limbs, and by a

lighten ns. We should have supposed that similar care he produces the racehorse. So it

once set going it would go on for over, unless, is with those various species on which man

indeed , one of those miraculous interpositions, thinks it worth his while to spend care and time

which are such an offence to Mr. Darwin , ar- and thought and money. And so we have the

rested the ponderous machine ofnature. various races of cattle, fitted for the butcher or

With respect to Mr. Darwin 's first position , the dairy : we have those varieties of pigeon,

viz., that any given species of animal or plant the tumbler, the cropper, the fantail, the carrier,

is capable , under certain conditions of life , of and others, all sprung from the Columba livia,

wonderful and numerous variations, the va . the rock - pigeon of our sea coasts (pp. 22, 25 ).

rieties differing from each other as widely as In this field of observation Mr. Darwin is

they differ from their common progenitor, we triumphant. No one disputes, and no one can

can only say that here we quite agree with our dispute , that which passes under every man's

author. Here we gladly learn from him more observation who has eyes to see. We do not

fully that which in a lesser measure we knew think that every species has the same capacity

before . Here wewillingly recognize the master of variation which some possess, but to a cer.

walking in the domain of the known, each path tain extentwe haveno doubt that every species

and winding of which is so familiar to him . is possessed of a very considerable capacity of

Here Mr. Darwin deals with facts which he variation . If man thought it worth his while,

knows how to marshal and arrange. we are satisfied he could produce wolves of s

He points out to us that the sources of these variety of colour, with ears of widely different

variations are two-fold, natural and artificial. dimensions, with tails long or short or curled,

The natural sources of the variations of species with hair smooth or rough , and some much

are chiefly food and climate. These produce stronger and somemuch swifter than the rest.

great variations ; but these variations are He has put the dog and the rabbit through such

chiefly confined , so far as observation goes, to a process : we suppose he could make to pass

varieties in size and in colour. We have the through it with somewhat of a similar result the

little Shetland pony and the horse of Arabia. wolfor the bear.

We have various animals of a dark colour in This capacity of the variation of species is in

temperate climates assuming a white colour in deed a truth of natural science which we price

the regions of snow , and many other variations very highly, and which we are grateful to Mr.

of a like kind arising from climatical causes, or Darwin for having brought forward so power

the varieties of food , or both combined (pp . | fully as he has done. Webelieve in two books,

42, 97). I the book of nature and thebook of revelation :
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Webelieve in both , because we believe them |Mr. Darwin ' s theory that existing species are

written by one hand. Webelieve that the ut- sprung from species with which they cannot be

terances of both will be found in the end to identified ; that species of a period goneby have

coincide. We are satisfied that if they seem to produced through naturalselection other species

differ, it is because we do not read one or other which show no tendency to revert to their pro

ofthem aright. We think that the book of na - | genitors ; and that they have produced a variety

ture will at times tell the divine that his inter- of correlated speciesnone of which acknowledge

pretation of the book of revelation must be al- | their affinity by breeding freely , if atall, between

tered and was not correct. But with respect to each other ? It is quite plain thatthe varietion

that feature of Mr. Darwin 's theory now before ofany onespecies,whether produced naturally or

us, themarvellous capacity of variation under artificially , so far as such varieties are known to

certain conditions of any species, we are glad to us, is quite a different thing from Mr. Darwin ' s

perceive in it a corroboration of a scriptural derivation from one species of a greatmany other

tenet non not unfrequently disputed , namely, species, all of them distinct from their progenitor

the descent of the various varieties of man from and one another. The two things are perfectly

one common progenitor. With Mr. Darwin to unlike. There is no analogy between them . One

support us, we can look at the oval face of the cannot be inferred from , or even made probable

Caucasian ,the flattened skull of the Taranian, | by, the other.

the thick lips of the negro, the oblique eyes of We will make our meaning plainer by re.

the Chinese, and the copper hue of the abori- ferring to examples of these different ideas. For

gines of America, and believe that all were the first we will take the case of the pigeon and

sprung from Adam . We rejoice to think that its varieties on which Mr. Darwin dwells so

in adhering to scripture we do not depart from often . From the wild rock -pigeon are derived

nature. sereral varieties, as the tumbler, cropper, fan

But in that capacity of variation which pro - tail, carrier , & c . Mr. Darwin allows all these

bably every species possesses, and which some to be one in species with each other and their

certainly possess to a very remarkable extent, common progenitor, and they exhibit their unity

and in all those variations which have been ac. of race by freely interbreeding with each other

tuallyproduced,whether by natureacting uncon - or with their common progenitor, and by their

sciously orbyman acting designedly - in all such acknowledged tendency to revert, if no restraint

variations,so faras they areknown to us,and have on man 's part were laid upon them , to the one

passed under our observation , these two things, original type . Now let us take an example of

both of them most important in their bearing Mr. Darwin ' s theory of the origin of species.

upon Mr. Darwin 's theory , are to be noticed . | Wewill take man . Man, according to the last

First: Nature, so far as weknow , effects no mate work of Mr. Darwin 's which we have seen - his
rial change beyond varieties in size and colour. “ Descent ofMan," published in 1871 — is pro

Secondly : Man,by artificial selection and treat- / bably descended from somehairy animal with a

ment, effects within a given time results , such as tail, the closest resemblance to such among ex

nature is wholly unable to effect within an equalisting species being the monkey and the baboon .

time, and has never effected within the period of ButMr. Darwin , with all his acquaintance with

timeto which human knowledge extends. But, natural history and geology, is unable to point

however great, marked , extraordinary , and ca - | out to usany other species identical with man, or

pable of perpetuation by the same care that pro | with which the human race would copulate and

duced them , are the variations in species deve produce a progeny. Again , on Mr. Darwin 's

loped byman ,allthese varieties so produced show theory, man hay among existing species a great

their identity of species by freely interbreeding many blood -relations, as the dog , the monkey ,

with one another . And man,again , with all his and the baboon . But dogs, monkeys, baboons ,

art and care, has never been able to confound and men , do not, we are thankful to say, pro

two distinct species, as the rabbit and the hare, duce offspring from mutual intercourse. Be

the eagle and the partridge ; nor, from any one tween the case, then , of the pigeon and its va

species, to produce species which do not breed rieties and Mr. Darwin ' s imagined progenitor

together or with individuals of the stock from ofman and his correlated species, there is no

which they were originally derived, and to analogy. The variations of one species do not

which, if unguarded by the very same care that afford any ground for the theory of the deriva

produced them , they show an unfailing tendency tion of several distinct species from an original

to revert. If the various classes of cattle in species, from which they are all as distinct as

England were turned loose to range at will over they are from one another. Mr. Darwin might

its surface theywould breed among oneanother , have left out his chapters on the variation of
and the present varieties would in no very dis - species, whether under domestication or in a

tant period give place to one uniform type. If state of nature, without doing any injury to his

the varieties of the rabbit were turned into one argument. The origin of many species from

extensive warren they would lose those varieties one derives no support from the variations of

of colour, ear, and eye, which now render them any one species, in so far as those variations

valued by the rabbit -fancier . If the varieties have comeunder our notice so as to enable us to

of our pigeons were forced from their boxes and judge.

lofts to the cliffs and rocks of our coasts, we Unable to find any support for his theory in

should find the cropper, the turnbler, the fantail, the present world of nature as it comes under

the carrier, to merge once more in the wild human observation and is regulated or altered

rock - pigeon from whence they all sprung. by human skill, Mr. Darwin is, by his own con

and now how does this bear upon or support fession, utterly unable to find any support from
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it in those vast records of past ages into which | Christ came not to call the righteons, but sinners to

geology gives us a little glimpse. Indeed he repentance .” Such persons, therefore, Christ came to

frankly acknowledges that geology presents call, and if they come to Him they cannot but find rest

many features apparently inconsistent with , if and righteousness in Him ; and if any of us desire to go

not fatal to, his views. Instead of that progres
after Christ, so as to be His disciples, we must be sure

sive developmentwhich wecertainly should look
to look upon ourselves as sinners, and, when wehavelaid

aside all thoughts of our own righteousness as to the
for in every species accordidg to his theory,

matter of justification before God, then, and not till then,
which makes the present elaborately -constructed

shall we be righty qualified to embrace another's, even
forms of life to have been produced from lower

er that righteousness which is by faith in Christ.

forms “ by laws acting around us” (p. 579), Beveridge.
geology tells us that some of the lowest forms

FULFILMENT OF APPOINTED WORK. — I read of theat least have remained for an enormous period
two witnesses, “ And when they shall have finishedin nearly their present state . And yet it is
their testimony, the beast that ascendeth out of the

from the development of their lowest forms
bottomless pit shall make war against them , and

that any of the presenthighly -developed species
shall overcome them and kill them ." They could not

can alone, according to him , have been produced l be killed whilst they were doing but when they

( p . 145 ) ! Instead of the gradualblending togehad done their work ; during their employment they

ther through innumerable transitional links of were invincible. No better armour against the darts of

the various species from the highest to the death than to be busied in Thy service. Why art thou

lowest, which his theory represents as having so heavy, O my soul ? No nalice of man can antedate

been the process of nature, geology presents to my end a minute whilst my Maker hath any work for me

our view distinct specific forms, by no means to do. And when allmy daily task is ended, why should

gradually passing from the one into the other I grudge then to go to bed ? - Fuller ,

(p . 345 ). Other apparent inconsistencies there

are between the science of geology and his

theory which Mr. Darwin freely points out, but
Poetry .

to which we have not space to advert. So nu .

merous indeed are they and so important that THE PASSAGE OF THE JORDAN .

Mr. Darwin confesses that anyone who accepts

the geological record as " in any degreeperfect," BY THE Rev. J. S. BROAD, M .A .

must undoubtedly reject his theory. He can

only take refuge from this conclusion in the im . ( For the Church of England Magazine.)

perfection of geology as as a science . “ I look,"
THE hosts of Israel pass'd of yore

he says, “ at the geological record, as a history
Through Jordan's swelling stream ,

of the world imperfectly kept, and written in a Divided by the gracious power

changing dialect ; of this history we possess the Of Heaven supreme.

last volume alone, relating only to two or three

countries. Of this volume, only here and there The rushing waters own'd His will,

a short chapter has been preserved ; and of each Obedient to His nod ;

page, only here and there a few lines. On this And as a liquid wall stood still

view the difficulties above discussed are greatly Before their God.

diminished , or even disappear" ( p . 384).
Such was the pathway to their rest

If it is not presumptuous in one who can pre.
The land of God's owa care ;

tend to nothing beyond the most rudimentary Such the strange road he made the test
acquaintance with geology to express an opinion , Offaith and prayer .

wewould say that in Mr. Darwin 's estimate of

the scienceweagree. Wehavetherefore brought The mystic Ark was there — a charm

it forward, not as absolutely overthrowing his
To shield the favoured band,

theory , but as showing that, so far as this
And lead them onward free from harm

science is investigated, it not only affords no
To Canaan's land.

countenance to it , but bears an unfavourable So must the Christian pilgrim cross,

aspect towards it . Neither in the records of At last, Death 's gloomy wave ;

human history , nor in the records of time to Yet sure his course-- no fear of loss,

which human history does not reach , can Mr, Through Him Who saves.

Darwin find any support whatsoever for his
Our Joshua will be with us there ,

theory of the origin of existing species.
His ark our safeguard be ;

HENRY COTSTABLE .
His faithful ones will be His care

(To be continued .)
Eternally .

Safe through the waters we shall go,

The Cabinet.
His arm is strong to bear ;

His saving power we then shall know ,

JUSTIFICATION BY Christ's RIGHTEOUSNESS. - Woe His goodness share.

be to that person who hath no other righteousness but St. George's, Newcastle-under- Lyme,

his own wherein to appear before the Judge of the whole

world ! for however specious they may seem to men , London : Published for the Proprietors,by S. D . EWINS

they will be adjudged sinnersbefore the eternalGod. He, and SONS, 9 , Ave Maria Lane, St. Panl' e ; ROGERSON

therefore, that would come to Christ, although he and TUXFORD, 265, Strand ; and to be procured by order

must labour after righteousness to the utmost of his / of all Booksellers in Town and Country.

power , yet, when he has done all he must renounce it , PRINTED BY ROGERSON AND TUXTORD ,

and look upon himself as an unprofitable servant, “ For 265, STRAND, LONDON ,
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woman did to humble ourselves,and seem - , can he rely ? On an argument based solely on

ingly sit at the feet of those we would gain ; probability ! He draws our attention to what

to communicate our knowledge by asking , now goes on , and what wehave no doubt has

" Is not this the Christ ? " appearing to be
always gone on upon our planet since living

inquirers and not teachers, as those who
organisms were created on it. This process

| Mr. Darwin very well terms the " struggle for
wish to learn , and not as those who wish to existence.” Through this struggle he supposes

teach. Many bave gained souls to Christ that the laws acting upon the living organisms

in this way, as the woman of Samaria did . may have developed them from their very

And now to sum up what we have been lowest to their highest formsthrough a process

aiming to teach this evening . Let religion , which he calls “ NaturalSelection .” He clainis

take hold of your feelings, and root itself in to have unlimited time at command during

your hearts,as a mighty joy and as a power
which such supposed development has taken

fully active principle of love towards both
| place. He can allow required time for each

successive development, however slight. In
God and man . Let it light up a holy and the struggle for existence " and the conse.

ever-burning fire of zeal in your soul, and quent " natural selection " of the individuals

make you ready to every good work . Let best fitted for life through some favourable pe

your love to God be warm and strong . Let ouliarity of which each species is capable,
your faith in Cbrist be vigorous and fruitful. / through its capacity of variation , he supposes

And let your zeal be fervent and enduring. I
that he has a natural agency at work which

In seeking to bring sinners to Jesus act
would produce the development of species ,

and so the origin of all existing species , includ .
with wisdom , and take care your zeal is

ing the highest species ,man , from those lowest
tempered with prudence and guided by dis- organisms in which oor mysterious possession ,

cretion. Like this woman, act wisely, and I lite , began. We will consider his argument

be careful how you go about the work. we are fortunately able to do so. It requires

Think before you make an attack . Consider no great scientific knowledge to enable us to

the character and disposition of theman you judge here. We will examine whether the

would take captive. He may want very
" struggle for existence " is calculated to pro .

cautious handling, and must be caught with
| duce such effects as Mr. Darwin supposes to

| arise from it . If it has no such effect on species
guile; or hemay be onewho must haveopen

as he imagines, if, on the contrary, it has, if

fight, and be fought openly. O God, wewe any, a contrary effect during those periods of

would gain souls. We would lead our time of which we can take count, then themere

neighbours to Jesus. We would instruct vastness of the periods during which Mr. Dar

the ignorant, subdue the fierce, soften the win supposes his developments to have taken

hardened . Teach us how we can do it. I place is of no use to him whatsoever. Circuma

Thou hast given zeal; O give us also wis
al . O give us also wis stances which are not calculated to produce a

dom . Make us wise to win souls, as well as
| certain effect within four thousand years, can .

anxious to win them .
not be supposed to have produced that effect

merely because they have had four hundred
Two parting questions to each one here thousand years, or any number of years wo

present. Have you come to Jesus yourself ; may imagine, during which to work . In our

have you seen Him ,heard Him , and received remarks we will confine ourselves, for the sake

Him ? That is one question . Now for the of brevity, chiefly to the struggle for existence

second . Have you ever gained a soul to among and between species having life .

Christ; have you gone to your neighbours
1 Every species has a natural and wonderful

with the loving - Come, and see Jesus;"
| power of increasing in the numbers of its kind

and have you brought them to Him ?
through reproduction. Even those specieswhich

increase in the slowest ratio would increase mar
Ponder well over these two questions during | vellously and rapidly if there were no checks to

this week . Pray over them , and answer their increase. No matter how few in number

them honestly, and to God himself. were the original species created, still, if all

lived their ordinary term of life , ere long the

period must arrive when their supply of food

DARWIN ON THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES. in any given locality, or even upon the surface

of the whole earth , would be insufficient to
(Continued from page 120.)

maintain them . Hence, then , must have come

In our former paper on Mr. Darwin 's theory of a timewhen all could not live their natural

ihe origin of species we saw that he derives no lifetime, when there must be a struggle for ex.

ountenance whatsoever for it from those varia . istence, to see which individuals would live and

ions, whether natural or artificial, which are to which must perish . This period of struggle ,

je seen in different individuals of one and the once arrived at, would of necessity continue so

ame species. We also saw that he himself ac - long as the conditions of existence remained

nowledges thatin the geologicalrecord ,so far as unaltered (p . 75 ). We have no doubt that such is

is known, there is no countenance for that a correct view to take on this part of the ques

iew of his which supposes a gradual trans- tion . Where all cannot live there must be a

ormation of form and organization from the struggle for life. That this struggle for life is

west to the highest species. On what, then , calculated to produce the development of the
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higher from the lower species is what Mr./ upon by birds or other living creatures. A

Darwin affirmsand we deny . very large proportion of birds are destroyed

This struggle for existence arises , according while in the shell. Magpies, crows, weasels,

to our author, chiefly from the following rats, and other animals destroy vast numbers

grounds. First, there are large classes of ani- of them in this their incipient period of life.

mals who live by preying upon other species No one will contend for a moment that these

either in their mature or immature condition , animals make a selection of any kind. They

i.e ., either on the egg , or the young, or the destroy indiscriminately all that they can find.

grown-up animal; consequently, of those spe- The egg that might have produced the supe

cies thus preyed upon a large proportion perish rior bird is devoured alike with that which

before they have reached maturity, while but a might have produced an inferior. There is no

small proportion live their full natural life . room here for any improvement of species, far

Secondly, there occur at intervals dearths of less for such development of it into another

food, which carry off the majority of various species as Mr. Darwin contends for. Of those

species, both of young and old , leaving but few birds which have broken the shell, again , a con .

survivors to perpetuate their race. Thirdly , siderable proportion are destroyed before they

either in connexion with such dearths of food , are fully matured in power of flight to enable

or from other causes, pestilences arise from them to escape their enemies. Here, too , the

time to time, and are attended with such similar magpie and the crow , with a fresh host of ene

results as dearths produce. Fourthly , indi- mieswho did not seek their life until after they

viduals of the same species struggle with each had broken the shell, as cats, hawks, & c., prey

other for existence, whether such struggle upon them . These make no selection . They

arises from the pressure of scarcity of food or destroy indiscriminately all that they can find

other sources. All these causes wonderfully exposed to their ravages ; so, again , of their

check the increase of species, allowing some in - destruction after they have reached a full ma

dividuals to live their natural period of life ; turity of powers. The preying species make

while probably by far the larger number, even no distinction . They do not spare the more

under favourable circumstances, perish before gifted individual. We do not find in their en.

their term of life is ended . This struggle for tire process any tendency to the origination of

existence, according to Mr. Darwin , naturally new species. It is just the same when we come

tends to develop certain qualities or organs, the to animals of any other kind . Let us take the

possession of which , from the natural capacity of case of the rabbit in its warren . Of this species

variation which every species is endowed with , I in all probability by much the greater propor

has, according to his view , enabled some indi. tion of its members are destroyed when rery

viduals to survivewhile therest of their race has young, and quite incapable of motion . The

perished . Such favourable qualities or organs weasel and the rat discover the hole where

these survivors transmit through the principle the mother has laid her young, and devour

of inheritance to their descendants. This strug . them indiscriminately . Sometimes, we are

gle going on from age to age of incalculable pe - told, themale rabbit does the same. While they

riods, and at each renewed struggle naturally are yet young , though able to run and to feed

leaving the fittest to live, while those not so themselves, the indiscriminate process of de

well adapted for the struggle perish, has pro- struction goes on from their first enemies,

duced all those highly -developed organisms aided by a new army of foes — the fox , the cal,

which are now seen from organisms originally the falcon , & c , & c . ; and when they are fully

of the lowest kind . Our position is , that such grown the same indiscriminate destruction goes

a struggle, in any one or all combined of the on . Neither fox nor dog nor weasel selects one

above conditions, is not calculated to produce individual rather than another, but devour

the development of one species into one or whatever they can catch . In this whole process,

more distinct species of a higher order. To | individuals, possessing such varietiesasdature

show this wemust examine each of their con . undoubtedly presents at times, are just as likely

ditions in detail (pp . 73- 75 , 79 , 80) . to be destroyed as others. They can never on

Wewill first attend to the case of classes of this process arrive at any such predominance

animals which live wholly or partially by preying in numbers as to give the tone to the species.

upon other species at various periods of their They freely interbreed with the majority of the

existence and growth , and thus allow only a | individuals of their species , and the varieties

proportion of the individuals belonging to it to are lost in the common type. No succeeding

reach their natural term of life . Such a pro - l generation can be shown to have the smallest

cess goes on throughout nature. The lion | likelihood of surpassing the preceding one by

preys on the antelope and the ox, the fox upon this war of destruction waged against it by

the rabbit and hare , the falcon upon the pigeon , species of other kinds.

the magpie and the carrion crow upon the We now come to the second source of a

eggs and the young of other creatures, the struggle for existence, namely, that arising

whale upon the herring, the eel upon insects, from dearth of food. Mr. Darwin apparently

small fry, and, it is supposed , upon the spawn relies upon this source of the origin of new

of other fish . species more than upon that which we have

Now ,wemaintain that in this entire proceed . I just considered . Webelieve it will be found to

ing there is no tendency whatsoever to produce be at least as inefficacious.

a development of species by the destruction of Let us first take the case of seedling plants .

any given number of the individuals composing | On a little piece of ground, some three feet long

it. Let us first take the case of birds preyed by two wide, hundreds of plants have sproute
80
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where but comparatively few could survive the strength. In this their reduced condition they

earliest periods of growth . Of357 plantswhich are, none of them , able to escape from their

had thus grown, Mr. Darwin noticed that no enemies, birds of prey and others, as they were

less than 295 were destroyed in their infancy, before. These destroy them indiscriminately ,

chiefly by slugs and insects. It is quite plain the varying equally with the undistinguished

that such destruction was indiscriminate, the individuals . At the end of our dearth , then ,

earlier or the sweeter growths being probably what have we ? We have a certain number of

those chiefly destroyed. But even with loss of individuals surviving . Of them the larger pro

this kind too many survived for permanent life . portion are undistinguished by any variety of

The stronger or earlier growths killed the species. The indiscriminate interbreeding of

weaker or later, whether of their own or of these distinguished and undistinguished indivi.

other species of plants. But no oneacquainted duals, then , will produce exactly the same type

with the growth of plants will tell us that this as existed before the dearth , with the exception

struggle for existence, leaving some plants that all the parent-birds having been more or

alivewhile others perished, exercised an influ - less physically weakened by the famine, the

ence of any other than an injurious kind upon nestlings of the next year may be of an inferior

the surviving plants . So far as it exercises kind to the generations that went before.

any influence, it has only tended to check and Dearth of food, producing great destruction of

stunt the growth of the individual plants which life, is yet seen to have no tendency to develop

have survived in spite of it, but which would species, or produce their variety.

have been finer and healthier plants if from the Let us next take the case of cattle as they

first they had had free space for growth , and rove in a wild state over vast desert prairie

which have suffered in the precise ratio of the lands. A long droughthasdried up the springs,

severity of the struggle . and the pastures of the wilderness are parched

As it is with plants, so exactly is it with ani- and bare. The smaller streams have gradually

mals of every kind in that struggle for exist. dried up ; the larger ones and the rivers alone

ence which arises from dearth of food. Let us have a supply of water. Even along the banks
take, for instance , the case of the grouse species of these the herbage is dried up. Now it is

of some vast mountain tract. A dearth of food quite plain that the first effect of this want of

arises from any reason , so that the district can food , and often of water, will be to exterminate

by no means sustain the number of birds it has the weaker individuals , i. e ., all the young . We

been accustomed to maintain . It is allowed cannot imagine at this period any such posses

that, on the occurrence of this dearth the sion of organic variety or superiority on the

species presents its usual typical aspect. Va part of some individuals above others as will

rieties there may be at the timeamong someof enable them to resist the effects of famine much ,

its individuals , but none such as to alter mate . | if at all, better than tho rest. Whatever may

rially the qualities of those individuals beyond be the individual variety, even Mr. Darwin does

those of the rest ; such development is the | not suppose it at this time so developed in any

thing to be produced, not the thing already as to enable them to live upon what would not

produced . The varieties are yet few , and unim sustain life in the ordinary condition of their

portant. In this state of things a dearth of species. They cannot find water where others

food occurs. What is the first consequence ? find none, or food where others find it not.

All the weakest, i.e ., all the young, perish first. Again , in the weakened condition to which all

The destruction of them is absolutely indis . are reduced , the strongest is almost as much a

criminate, because universal. Whatever va - prey to their enemies as the weakest. The

rieties any of them may have possessed, the in - wolves and the bears of the desert make no se

dividuals so favoured perish with their less lection in their prey. And thus here, as in the

favoured brothersand sisters. But the scarcity case previously considered, we have at the ter

of food affects the mature birds. It is mination of the dearth a certain number of sur

quite plain that none of these have as vivors among whom the proportion of indivi
yet received any such development as makes duals in any way distinguished by varieties is

them in respect of any organic structure much not perceptibly greater, if it is at all greater,

more likely to survive than other individuals . than it was before the dearth commenced . Mr.

Sach organic structure is a thing, according to Darwin 's theory requires the individuals dis .

Mr. Darwin, of a very slow growth indeed . tinguished by variety to survire, while the rest

General hardihood of constitution is the feature perish ; but we do not find that the struggle

here which gives the best prospect of survival. | for life produced by want of food has any such
The individuals possessed of varieties being effect. There are fewer individuals ,but the pro

then confessedly vastly fewer in numbers than portion of distinguished and undistinguished
those possessed of none ; and being as yet pos. individuals is just the same. The entire race

sessed of no varieties which give them much may be deteriorated for a time by the dearth ,

more prospect of survival than others, it is but it exhibits no tendency whatever to develop

quite plain that, when the struggle for existence into new , distinct, and superior species, in con

is over as regards the supply of food , the pro - sequence of it .

portion of surviving individuals possessed of Epidemics arising from climatal causes, as

no distinguishing varieties will still predomi- cold or drought, Mr. Darwin supposes to be the

nate over those possessed of such almost as most effective of all checks to the redundancy

much as before the dearth occurred . But this of numbers in various species. Thus he calcu

is not all. In this dearth all individuals with . | lated that in the winter of the year 1854 -55

out exception have been reduced in point of four- fifths of the birds in his own grounds had
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T
been thus destroyed. But there is not the We cannot help wondering that what Mr.

shadow of a reason for supposing that such des Darwin has himself observed in nature should

struction could operate in any way towards the not have convinced him that this process of his,

development of the species. Diseases of this of which lie allows that “ we see nothing," is

kind are very indiscriminate in their attacks. not founded upon fact. How does Mr. Darwin

The strong have no exemption whatever : they tell us that his process of natural selection

are just as liable to be attacked and carried off treats " sudden and great deviations of struc

as others. Varieties such as species present ture, such as we occesionally see in our domes.

from time to tiine could have no effect in ward - tic productions" ? We should suppose that

ing off the attack of the epidemic. And so at such , if favourable to the species, would be ex .

its close weshould find the condition of the sur. | actly such as she would most closely " scruti.

vivors to be just what the condition of the spe - nize," and would most care for, " preserve,and

cies had been before its numbers were thinned | add up." But no. Mr. Darwin tells us that it

by disease . The epidemic does not tend in the " may be doubted whether such are ever per.

slightest degree to produce Mr. Darwin 's de. manently propagated in a state of nature" (p.

velopment of species. 49). Natural Selection rejects great variations

Such are the results of the struggle for exis . however beneficial, and only scrutinizes the

tence from wbatever causes arising. It has no " slightest variations" ! On what principle she

tendency whatever to alter or develop species, rejects the greater and more important and ac

Any natural effect it would seem to have would cepts the lesser and more unworthy, Mr. Dar

be an unfavourable effect upon the species in win does not explain . To our mind it seems &

general, not an elevation of its standard . The great slur thrown upon Natural Selection by its

severer and the more frequent the struggle the high -priest. The greater the variation the more

more unfavourable the effect. And yet it is likely, to our mind, would be its preservation

upon this struggle for existence that Mr. Dar - and perpetuation , at least in part.

win depends for that “ Natural Selection " of the ButMr. Darwin elsewhere draws our atten .

fittest individuals of each species for survival, tion to a fact in natural history which seemsto

through whom the species is to be developed show that Natural Selection is justas careless of

into new , higher, and distinct species (pp. 6 ,91). the “ slightest variations," and " preserves and

But the struggle for existence has no tendency adds them up” with no greater interest than

to leave in life individuals possessed of certain she does those greater variations which she

varieties while it destroys individuals who had always lays aside. Nature, according to Mr.

them not. There is , therefore , no ground what - Darwin ' s just observation , is always presenting

ever for Mr. Darwin 's theory of Natural Selec- slight varieties in species. How has Nature

tion . It is to no purpose thathe claims periods treated them , according to Mr. Darwin 's correct

of timebeyond our powers of calculation within and accurate observation ? Treasured them up,

which to produce his development. Periods of added them together, produced within the vast

time count for nothing when there is no power ages of the past species marvellously improved

at work to produce within them the desired beyond their rude original ! Nothing of the

effect . If Mr. Darwin could show from actual kind . “ Neither Australia , " Mr. Darwin tells

observation that the struggle for existence had us, " the Cape of Good Hope, nor any other re

the smallest actual tendency to produce a de- gion inhabited by quite uncivilized man, has

velopment of species, then indeed the vast pe- afforded us a single plant worth culture" (p . 40).

riods of timewhich he refers to would come to Our author endeavours indeed to get rid of the

his assistance. Without such a tendency ro strange bearing of this fant upon his theory by

more will be effected in a million of years than reminding us that " it has taken centuries or

would be effected in a moment of time. thousands of years to improve or modify most

To our mind Mr. Darwin appears one of the of our plants up to their present standard of

most completely theoretical writers whom we usefulness to man ." But how does this im

have ever read . He draws out a theory , more prove his case, seeing , if Nature cannot effect

or less plausible in appearance, but he does not an equal work with man within the sameperiod

sustain it by observation or by fact. Indeed ob - of time, she had almost unlimited time within

servation and fact, even as presented to us by to work ? The last great glacial period oc

himself, seem quite inconsistent with his theory, curred , according to Mr. Darwin , some 240,000

Here is his theory of Natural Selection : " It years ago. And what, within this fast period,

may metaphorically be said ," he tells us, " that has been effeated by that natural selection

Natural Selection is daily and tourly scrutiniz - which , according to our author, is " a power in

ing, throughout the world , the slightest varia - cessantly ready for action , and is as immeasur

tions, rejecting those that are bad , preserving ably superior to man ' s feeble efforts, as the

and adding up all that are good ; silently and works of nature are to those of art" (p . 73) ?

insensibly working , whenever and wherever op - The answer is - nothing. For this theory of

portunity offers, at the improvement of each or- Natural Selection , then , acting through the

ganic being in relation to its organic and inor- struggle for existence, and producing from the

ganic conditions of life. We see nothing of lowest rudimentary organism the highly de

these slow changes in progress until the hand veloped species that now exist, we contend that

of timehas marked the lapse of ages, and then | Mr. Darwin has no ground whatever. Hecan .

so imperfect is our view into long -past geologi. | not support it from what observation teaches

cal ages, that we only see that the forms of life of the present, or history or geology teaches of

are now different from what they formerly the past. Natural Selection is, from all thatwe

were" (p . 96 ). | can obserye and judge, wholly unequal to the
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mighty task which Mr. Darwin lays upon her. I long prayers. God does not care for many

He has an ingenious theory but no sustaining words. True and honest words He loves ;

facts. For such theories, no matter from whom words that spring out of a broken and contrite

they come, no matter what their professed ob - heart , these God will not only “ pou despise,”

ject, we entertain no respect whatever. The but will answer. God dwells with him that is

grand mystery of the origin of species is not of a contrite spirit , and that “ trembles at His

cleared up by anything Mr. Darwin has writ. | word ,” – that word which is so severe against

ten about it in this celebrated work of his . all sin , and which comes home to a poor sin .

Least of all does he account for the origin of the ner' s soul with double and treble force when he

highest species of being , the race of man . We is ill or sorrowful, unless he be one of those

still abide by a much older and, we believe, a who scarcely ever think of the future state of

much truer accountof the origin of man than the soul. Alas, I fear there are many such !

Mr. Darwin has given us, the old text of Gene- Pray, then , a heart prayer, dear brothers and

sis relating a distinct act of creation : “ The sisters ; and frightened though you are at

Lord God formed man out of the dust of the what your sin deserves, ask for such faith in

ground , and breathed into his nostrils the Jesus as St. Paul had . There was a time, re.

breath of life ; and man became a living soul.” collect, when he not only did not believe, but

Webelieve this to be sounder, as it certainly is persecuted them that did believe ; yet God

a much more pleasing theory , than that which called him by His grace, and revealed His Son

makeshim the offspring of the baboon , and the in him (Gal. i. 15 , 16 ), so that to him to live

brother of the dog . was Christ. The whole ground of his hope was
HENRY CONSTABLE . Christ, “ Christ crucified ,” the scorn of the

self-righteous, but the terror and disappoint

ment of the devil from whom Christ crucified

A VERY PLA IN ADDRESS TO THE SICK. delivers all penitent sinners. Yes, pray for

BY JOHN DAVID HAY HILL , Esq ., LL. B .
this heart faith , that your contrite, frightened

hearts may get the comfort ourblessed Saviour

" I am in a strait betwist two, having a desire to depart Himself spoke of to the woman of Samaria in

and to be with Christ,which is far better ; nevertheless, to John iv . It is, as our Lord said , " a well of

abide in the flesh is more needſul for you. '- Puil , i. 23, 24. | water springing up into everlasting life " " in

My Dear Sick PEOPLE, — I am very anxious him ” that has it. There has never been any

about you . I want you to collect your thoughts failure of this water. Pray you , with all your

as much as your sickness or pain will let you , soul, when conviction of sin , as a thing hateful to

and I beg you to pray to God that, for Christ's God, is strong in you , and also alarming to your

sake, He will keep Satan from adding his temp- conscience. Mark you , it will not only remove

tations to the hindrances caused by illness and fear, but it will bring forth a desire to be

pain . Recollect you were born and brought up Christ's dear brothers and sisters now , as well

Christiang. You have had, and have, a great pri- as in His bright dwelling on high with His

vilege in this fact. At baptism , the door ofGod 's Father and the Holy Ghost. The fear of death

treasury was opened to you . You were put on will be followed , or succeeded , by another fear

theway to heaven . You yourselves best know if the fear of sinning . Christ, the perfect ; and

you have acted like those who are born to such sin , the vile , can never live together on good

blessings. Anyhow , the stamp and mark of terms in the same heart ; so when your prayer

Jesus is on you , and your rights and blessings, for full faith in Jesus is answered with that full

in and by Him , are still yours, to be used , if faith , then comes the new creation in Jesus to

you have not disbelieved Him . I hope you a certainty .

have not ; therefore collect your thoughts, and What shall I do for Him that actually loved

ask whether, if you were to die , it would be me, and gave Himself for me ; that has saved

" far better ” for you , as St. Paul said it would me from the fear of death , and given mehope ?

have been for him if he died ; for he was sure As you read , or hear read , the blessed word of

thathe should be “ with Christ.” He saw , how | God , your question will be answered . “ If ye

ever, that, as things were, it was “ more need . love Me, keep My commandments.” “ Ye are

fol " for his Christians at Philippi (Phil. i. 23, My friends, if ye do whatsoever I command

24 ), that he should live on longer . you ." Thus speaks your Lord and Saviour. .

" To be with Christ," dear friends. These But how can I do this ? say you . Hear what

words speak of an honour that we, poor sinners St. John says : “ As many as received Him

all, and poor inconsistent creatures at begt, (that is, Jesus), to them gave He power (or

should prize beyond measure. To be with right, or privilege) to become the sons of God,

Christ is to be with the best friend, the most even to them that believe on His name, which

powerful friend , the most loving friend, we were born not of blood, nor of the will of the

ever had, or ever can have. I therefore repeat flesh , nor of the will of man , but of God ."

the question , Do you think, if you were to die Pray, then , true prayers for faith in Jesus,

now , you would be with this dear friend of and you will have hope, joy, and holiness.

your souls, Who shrank not from a most cruel Living, you will live to Him , and dying you

death for you ? If you have any fear on the will be with Him . Your affectionate friend ,

subject, let me say a few words to lead you , J . D . H . H .

under God' s Holy Spirit's teaching, to a state

ofgospelhope, and even confidence.

In the first place, you must use your sick

ness as a prayer-season . You need not make


